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About Books reports, it is io the lawyers of
America that Frankfurter is especially

AMERICAN JURIST
By A. S. DIAMOND
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Fettx Frankfurter
Recorded in talks with HAKIAN B-
PHUXIFS. Seeker &. Warburg. 25*.

In his 79th year Felix Frankfurter
b still one of the best-known and
most controversial figures in the
United States. To an Englishman his
career would seem incredible : even
to an American it k monumental.

In 1894 he entered the States, as an
immigrant at the age of 12, with his
parents, poor lews from Vienna. He
had not then heard a word of English;
by 1903 he was a brilliant student at
the Harvard Law School, and on
graduating in 1906 became assistant
to Henry L. Stimson, at first when the
latter was United States Attorney* and
later when be was Secretary of State
of War. Subsequently he spent a
year (1913-14) in the same department
in the Wilson administration. Then
came the call to Harvard, and he was
a professor of law there from 1914 to
1939, except for a few years during
the First World War when be served
in Wilson's ministry in various capa-
cities—a prominent figure in the
handling of America's labour disputes,
in the negotiations connected with the
Balfour Declaration, and at the Paris
Peace Conference.

And all these 25 years he was end*
lessly active in the public debate of

reat heart-rending issues and in the

him to the Supreme
United States.

t

Court
10 these pages he is animatedly

recounting the facts of his career and
his experiences to Dr. Harlan B.
Phillips, under a scheme to collect
the reminiscences of the great by
taDe-recorded interviews for the use
of future historians. And here Is the
same brilliant conversationist that
the present reviewer saw and heard
in Washington, convening with his
visitors In the Marble Palace (as the
irreverent call the building that houses
America's highest court of law).

As Frankfurter recalls in this book,
his wife once said to him that no one
knew less of himself than he did; and
certainly if the reader looks for the
products of introspection—for Frank*
furter's feelings about himself and his
past*—he wiU be disappointed The
justice is a man of law and a man
of affairs; he is not one who looks
back, and, as he says, the present,
absorbs his time and his energy. Yet
the record of achievement in actions
and events is overwhelming. Innumer-
able names and figures o f leaders of
the nation and foreigners crowd the
pages—Theodore and Franklin Roose-
velt, President Wilson, James B.
Thayer, Holmes, Cardozo, Brandeis,
Harold Laski, Weizrnann, Ben-Gurion,
Isaiah Berlin, and many others whom

-he knew well.— — —

an enigma. On tbi one hand, Jud#e
Learoad Hand has called him * the
most important single figure In our
whole judicial system"; and on the
other hand there i$ Professor Fred
Rodeil's estimate of him as "an
outstanding disappointment . . . a
most tragically wasted brilliant mind.
The source or the disappointment of
so many may be described as follows.

The most important function of the
Supreme Court is that it decides on
the validity of legislation—that h to
say, on whether It k in accordance
with the provisions of the Constitu-
tion of the United States. When
Roosevelt appointed him he was
known throughout the Union as
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V. & RAPHAEL
Scrl#te ininsnljMili—, Vol. VI,

StmiktM fas rhUomtfkj. Edited by
S. H. BcftOifAN, Magttts Press,
Hebrew University, Jerusalem.

From this volume one receives a
fair impression of how the subject of
philosophy Is faring at the Hebrew
University. There is evidently a good
deal of sound, scholarly work going
on in the history of philosophy. All
but one of the essays printed here are
on historical topics. The exception is
the contribution of the editor. Fro*
fessor S. H> Bergman, who writes a
general article urging that philosophy
should return to the breadth of vision
shown in earlier days.

The modern period in the history
of philosophy is well represented in
the other essays. The first, by the
late Professor Julius Guttmann, deals
primarily with Heidegger, and also
includes remarks about other Exist-
entialists. Professor Nathan Roten-
streich, the present Head of the
Department of Philosophy, discusses
some leading Ideas of R. G, Colling-
wood. Peptta Haezrahi writes about
Kant's views on ethics and religion.
Jacob Fle&chmaon considers Hegel's
theory of the will and freedom.
Noah J. Jacobs lias a lively $apcr,
written with a sense of style, on
Solomon Maimon's theory of the
imagination.
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andling of many great cases in the
Supreme Court and elsewhere. And
then, in 1939, F. D. Roosevelt, who
appears often in these pages as a

After this service of 21 years on the
Supreme Court of the United States,
during which over 500 written judg-
ments of his have appeared in its

Two outstanding books of Jewish interest

God's Wilderness
BENO ROTHENBERG

91 photogravure plates
16 fine drawings and maps 63s.
A magnificently illustrated study of the
Sinai desert making use of the discoveries
made during the Suez campaign.
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The Informed Heart
THE HUMAN CONDITION IN
MODERN MASS SOCIETY
BRUNO BETTELHEIM
Second large edition 35s.
A distinguished psychiatrist's record of
the terrifying psychological implications
of the concentration camp era which has
won unanimous praise.
" I regard The Informed Heart as one of the
wisest and deepest books I hove read for a
long time. It gives one more hope because
it is based on the darkest knowledge/'
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a leading critic of those many deci-
sions of the pre-Rooscvelt Supreme
Court which declared unconstitutional
humanitarian and liberal reforms
enacted by the States and Congress.
Yet as a member of the Court be has
repeatedly and almost consistently
seemed to vote in favour of repressive
measures that curtailed the freedom
of the individual. On the last page
of this book Frankfurter gives his
answer (convincingly elaborated by
Dr. Helen Shirley Thomas in a recent
work entitled a Felix Frankfurter-
Scholar on the Bench ").

Frankfurter holds (following a
famous essay of J. B. Thayer written
nearly 70 years ago) that the checking
and cutting down of legislative power
by the Court entails a serious risk of
making the governments petty and
incompetent and depriving the |>eopie
of-a—proper sense of responsibility-
for its actions. The ultimate responsi-
bility for legislation is that of Con*
gress and people, and the Court has
no concern with the wisdom or
unwisdom of legislation but only with'
the power of a legislature to act as it
has acted. In the result, both before
and after his appointment, Frank-
furter has been a non-activist on the
Bench, completely consistent and (to
many) maddeningly consistent.

JEWISH QUARTERLY
The current issue of the Jewish

Quarterly (Vol. 8, fio. 2, Furnival
House, 14 High Holbora, W.CJ ;
annual subscription 10s. 6d.) is parti-
cularly attractive in appearance and,
as usual, varied in contents. Two
full-plate reproductions of new litho-
graphs, by the Russian*Jewish artist*
Tankhoom Kaplan, illustrating the
Chad Gadya story, adorn the front
and back covers. David Daiches, in
an enlightening essay, discusses the
American Jewish short story, which
he considers, to be in the best tradi-
tion of Jewish writing in general. An
extract from a recent novel by the
Russian author, Konstantin Paustow-
sky, provides a glimpse of the great
influence Isaac Babel, the Russian-
Jewish writer, has had on his
generation.

ill the art section there fa a large
reproduction of the mural at Jews*
College by Jacob Borofriend. whose
work is assessed by Henry Roland.
Of the three short stories in this
issue, one by an Israeli living in
Wales is of unusual interest Miss
Judith Maro, a Sabra, who married a
Welshman, finds many similarities
between her native Israel and- her
adopted country, which rhake her
feel at home. A thoughtful and
moving review of "The Last of the
Just.** written by Emanuel Litvinoff,
stands out in the book reviewing
section*

ZIONIST CLASSIC
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Daniel Deroada, by George Eliot
CHamish Hamilton, Harper Torch*
books. 16s*), is a welcome paperback
edition af the classic that-was^ fint

indent and medical ^uimusupliy phUo^phles ^ e v ^ e s, "Tt
come In* too. A second essay on
Maimon, by the late Sylvian Nacht-
Eladi, this time on a specialised topic
in logic, compares the views of
Maimon with those of Aristotle. A
little-known coriier of medieval
philosophy is explored bv Professor
Shiomo Pines, who writes on an
Arabic philosopher (actually a con-
vert from Judaism to Islam), Abu'l
Barakat Medieval philosophy almost
always involves ancient philosophy,
and tiiis essay, like the one previously
mentioned, brings In Aristotle, but on
this occasion the subject-matier is
mainly metaphysical (with a brief

i n o t a b k f o r i t e
independent positive vie"s
those criticised.

Wide interests

Practically all the essays are
for fellow-scholars, not for
man, and it would be

What doesit all add up to in gtneS?
A flounshmg school of philosophy
Not. quite. Rather a school that b
f«cJ»K •«• ^ay, sensibly exptori™
the history of the subject, and reta£!
uig a broad range of interest in differ-
ent modes of thought. In the Preface
Professor Bergman rightly questioni
the desirability of separate national
philosophies. Nevertheless it j,
w - — ̂  • -— — • » » • » » % , ! ( 1 1 V I W 3 1 , J l If

reasonable to hope that philosophical
studies at so distinctive an institution
as the Hebrew University may, in
due course, come to acquire a dis-
ttnetive stamp of their own. But it
would be a mistake to strain after
this deliberately. The first task of a
University Department of Philosophy
is to educate, and for this purpose
wide interests and careful historical
scholarship are essential. These
essays help to confirm the opinion
that the Philosophy Department of
the Hebrew University is building up
a tradition of sound learning and
critical thinking.

PS YCHOLOGIST - ENTERTAINER
By JOSEPH WITRIOL

How to Uve WKfc Yovnelf. By
MUWIAY BANKS. W. H. Allen. 16&.

Many of the numerous anecdotes
with which Dr. Banks embellishes his.
book are bowed down with the
weight of years. However, since all
jokes are variations on a lew basic
themes, and in accordance with the
rabbinic principle that "He who
learns from his fellow a single
chapter, a single rule, a single verse,
a single expression, or even a single
letter, ougnf to pay him honour,"
let me declare my indebtedness to Dr.
Banks for those stories—in fairness it
should be stated they are the majority
—which were not already in my
repertoire.

Dr. Banks is undoubtedly sincere,
and simple-minded people may find
help in being told how to make
friends and influence people: imply
the superiority of the other person;
give indirect compliments; protect
the self-esteem of the other person;
try sincerely to understand the other
person's point of view.

Although one squirms at w lady
newspaperman/* and writhes at
banalities of the kind "A human
being cannot live without laughter,"
it would be tess than just to dismiss
Dr. Banks's book out of hand. Dr.
Banks has a lot to say, and "He who

brings much, something will bring for
many." The chapter on dreams is
good popularisation. And banal
though Dr. Banks is. he writes with
a certain integrity. He realises, for
example, that it is no use telling
people to " stop worrying"; if you
worry, you worry.

When the publishers say this book
has "brought happiness to millions,"
one wonders whether they are not
confusing happiness with pleasure.
The author himself is careful to dis-
tinguish the two concepts. Happiness
is, as he points out, something that
comes as a by-product to effective
striving for desirable goods. "Plea-
sure you can buy, but you can't buy
happiness!"

Indeed you can't. The happiest
person I know hasn't a penny to bw
name. At the moment he is trans-
ferring a pile of clothes pegs »rom a

polythene bucket into a waste paper
basket and back again. He is two-
years-old. He is happy. His mother,
is unhappy. She needs the pegs to.
hang out the washing. This ra«g
important issues regarding the right
of the individual to P^sue h* °wn
happiness at the expense of the happi
ness of others, on which one would
have liked to have Dr. Banks s views
banal or otherwise.

published in 1876. It has an intro-
duction by F. R. Lea vis that was con-
tributed to a recent issue of
"Commentary.** under the title of

Society** 125 Yw» of
, compikd by H, R, Pratt

Boornun (Kcrji hteatnjcr. MaidatoocK
gives i &pjendid htsloocmi record of the
development and acJriereineats of ocwv
papers m London and the pcorince*

** And Saul had a concubine whose name
Rixpah n (H SAMUEL 3-7).

ISRAEL
A remarkable re-creation of a cruel at«l
Israel in the time of the prophet Samuel, mad
young David during their mortal struggles « • ,»£
Set against this background of epic evenu iŝ the
figure of Rizpah, the fiery beauty schooled byP»
in the arii of the courtesan and playing
dangerous age.
"The author, in this long and thoughtful
structed the periocT with immense an* T™
can i»fely be said to have produced »
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••Tlie tremcodous story is related with
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